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Abstract-In the theory of harmomc functions m the plane, the converse to the ciasslcal Dmchlet 
problem on a &Sk has recent extenstons to boundary and mltlal value problems for elhptic and pambohc 
panla] &fferentlal equations There 1s d hype&k pdrtlal differential equdtlon utthzed In the descnptlon 
of symmetric Poisson processes on d square for which thts pdpr develops d boundary value theory 
whose antecedent 1s the classxal Dwhlet problem 
INTRODUCTION 
In classical function theory, one considers the converse to the Dmchlet problem[ I-31 which 
1s to fmd a generalized function to which a harmonic function m an open disk D C E* converges 
It has been shown that the boundary function exists uniquely in the space of hyperfunctlons 
on the aD by constructmg an lsomorphlsm between the spaces of classical harmonic functions 
m D and hyperfunctlons on the aD This natural map is induced by forming the Abel sums of 
the tngonometnc series of the “boundary values” to represent the solution as a convolution 
of a Poisson kernel with the function at the boundary And, for each harmonic function U and 
D there 1s a sequence of contmuous functions on the aD whose convolution with a fundamental 
sequence denved from the Poisson kernel produces a basic set of harmonic functions whose 
sum represents U 
The converse theory continues to other classes of equations by observing that Jacobi series 
are natural extensions of tngonometrlc series Isomorphlsms are then induced between the 
spaces of generalized boundary or mltlal values and the spaces of solutions by summation 
processes that represent the solutions as senes The terms of the senes are expanded as powers 
of Jacobl’s differential operator acting on functions that meet a specified growth condltlon at 
the boundary This 1s the case for harmonic functions m E” (n 2 3) with axial or biaxial 
symmetry[4, 51 In the later, the harmonic conJugate solutions of the generalized Cauchy- 
Rlemann equations are formed from the Abel-Poisson and conJugate Abel-Potsson means of 
the Jacobi senes taken at the boundary of a disk Whereas, the Welerstrass meaRs of these 
series taken at an mitral time produced a converse theory for certam heat equatlons[6] on a 
segment These were subsequently linked by a generalized summation process It produced a 
representation theory and associated the solutions of a PDE of mixed-type wtth a space of 
generalized boundary/mltlal values to incorporate both mto a single theory, mcludmg their 
extensions as fractional partial differential operators of elliptic or parabolic type[7] 
This illustrates a “pnnclple” that of the three classes of PDE’s, the elliptic and parabohc 
are the most alike Quahtatlve evidence of this can be seen m the frequency with which function 
theoretic methods[8-101 yield models of the classical theory For hyperbolic equattons, some 
function theoretic analogys[ 1 I] exist m the complex domam, but correspondents m the real 
domain with classlcal antecedents are uncommon However, there 1s a hyperbohc PDE used 
by S Bochner[ 12, 131 m the study of symmetnc Poisson processes on a square for which we 
shall develop a boundary value theory m correspondence with the classical theory for harmonic 
functions on a disk The approach 1s function theoretic Its key IS an lsomorphtc map for Jacob1 
series expansions at the boundary onto senes representations of the solutions The natural map 
1s the generalized translation operator which 1s the analog of the generalized summation process 
used in the elhptlc and parabolic problems 
RELATIONS BASIC TO POISSON PROCESSES 
The operator from which the Poisson process equation is denved 1s effectively the difference 
of two of Jacobi’s dlfferentlal equations so that on the one hand a basis for its classical solutions 
on a square 1s formed from products of pairs of Jacob1 polynomials of degree n (n = 0, 1, 2, 
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) And on the other hand, by “restnctmg” the equation to an edge, the ordinary Jacobi’s 
differential equation arlses and Its solutions, the boundary values of solutions of the Poisson 
process equation, expand as Jacob1 senes The plan 1s to use the generahzed translation operator 
to connect the two and to develop a representation theorem Because the operator IS a relatively 
weak means of producing convergent senes solutions from expansions at the boundary m 
compmson to those utlhzed m the elhptlc and parabolic problems, It IS necessary to compensate 
for this mtnnslc difference m the hyperbolic problem by hmitmg the study to certain subspaces 
of classical solutions We fmd that the Bore1 transforms of strongly analytic functions form a 
space m which function theoretic results can be embedded 
Let us begm with some relevant facts about the normahzed Jacobi polynomials 
f?jpP’(cos 0) = Plpb’(cos @lPc,a “‘(l), n E N = (0, 1, 2, } which are the elgenfunctlons 
A’,“~‘RlpP’(cos 0) = ~,R;;D)(cos 8), 0 E (0, n) 
2, = n(n + a + j3 + l), aZjj>--i 
of Jacobi’s dlfferentlal operator 
A; fi) = [p’” “‘(O)] - ’ 8cl{p’” fl’(O)d,( )}, 
p(” “‘(8) = (sin (B/2))2”+‘(cos (U12))zfi+’ 
m polar form The polynomials are orthogonal 
I ’ R’,” p)(cos t)R:” b)(cos t) d/i&) = 0 
Wk = 
[wkl- ’ 4, 
(2/c + a + j3 + l)T(k + a + p + l)T(k + a + 1) 
T(k + /3 + l)T(k + l)f(a + l)r(p + 1) 
relative to the measure 
dp&) = p’” “‘0) dt 
The formal Jacobi senes off E X = L,[O, n] U C[O, n], 2 5 p 5 =, 1s 
73 
f(cos 0) - c a,w,R’,” “)(cos U), 
k=O 
ak = ak(f) = 
I 
It f(cos t)R:” fl’(cos t) d/i,&), hEN 
0 
In general, It IS not convergent to f m the uniform norm, 11 /I, SO that a summation process IS 
sought Here it 1s the generalized translation operator whose action IS taken on certam subspaces 
OfX 
The symmetnc Pomson process equatzon m polar form 
[n(aqF(cos 0, cos f$, = 0, 
0 9 
(0, 4, E s = (0, nM0, Tc) 
IS defined from the generahzed Jacobr’s dlfferentlal operator 
The polynomials J,, of degree 2k, 
J,(cos 0, cos 4) = R r “‘(~0s 0)R:” “‘(co5 4). (0. 4) E s 
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are symmetnc functions with the property that 
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Thus, they are pamcular solutions of the Potsson process equation 
It follows that the expansion 
F(cos 0, cos cj, - 2 alw,JL(cos 0, cos 4) 
I=0 
and its Bore1 transform. 
G(COS 0. cos 4, = BF(cos 0, cos 4, 
- 2 (alo,/r(k + l))Jl(cos 0, cos dJ), 
A=0 
are formal symmetric sohmons A formal solution F 1s a classical Poisson process if, and only 
lf, 
There are subspaces of o-analytic and strongly o-analytic Poisson processes, 
A,(S) = {F E P*(S) Ia,/ 5 MO”, all k sufficiently large}, 
OSo<l 
BA,(S) = A,*(S) = {G = BF F E A,(S)}, MB0 
which are of particular interest The restrictions of then members to the boundary of S are 
designated as members of A,(dS) and A,*(dS) These sets are well defined because the solutions 
can be analytically continued across the boundary of S to all of E’ by perlodlclty and reflection 
We note that the functions m the spaces A,(S) and A,*(S) can be related by Borel-type integral 
transforms that develop along the lines of analytic function theory[l4] from Koomwmder’s 
Laplace type integral for Jacob] polynomlals[l5] Finally, the set of particular solutions {J,} 
k E N IS a basis relative to the uniform norm for these spaces, as well as, their extensions to 
the spaces 
A(S) = U A,(S) 
ozso<~-’ 
and BA*(S) = u A:(S) 
027<e-’ 
of analytic and strongly analytic Poisson processes This follows from the uniform convergence 
of the senes and the fact that they have unique restrlctlons to the boundary of S via Wemberger’s 
maximum prmclple[ 161 
The generalized translation operator mduces a natural map T$ f E X --, 7’,f[ 15, 171 
from the boundary value f(cos 8) = F(cos 8, 1 -) of the Poisson process equation onto Its 
symmetnc solutions by the transform 
F(cos 6, cos 4) = T,f(cos 8) = f(211)’ - 1) dv,& s), 
iz = (cos 812 cos 412 + (sin Bi2)t e’“), 
dllaB(t, s) = [~,~]-‘(l - t2)“-~-‘t2fi+‘(sln s)*p dt & 
with normalization Tml = 1 In particular, 
J,(cos 8. 1 -) = R:” p’(cos 8) 
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J,(cos 8, cos 4) = T R’” “‘(~0s U), 4 A kE# 
THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
A structure theorem that mu-rors those in classlcal harmomc function theory IS drawn for 
strongly analytic Poisson processes The analogy with the elhptlc and parabolic cases IS clear 
THEOREM 1 
On the square S, a symmetnc function F is a strongly analytic Poisson process it, and 
only d, there exists a sequence {gn},,EN C BA*(S) such that 
F(cos 0, cos 4, = $$ p(n, a, /3)[dj; “‘]“T,~,(cos o), (0, $1 E s 
II=0 
where 
p(n, a, D)-’ = (2n + 2[a] + l)l(a + p + 2)” 
Proof (Sufficiency) Expand the terms the sequence {gn}nEN m Jacob1 series 
g,(cos 8) = 5 k=. { ;$f$}R~ B)(cos 0) 
and form the generalized translations {T,g,}, n E fi For integers p, 4, I-, s, I 0, such that 
p + 4 = r + s = v, simple computations show that 
(11) [A:” WLl~ “‘]YT,g, = [A);l “‘]‘T,g,, tlElv 
From the second Identity the functions 
@,(cos 0, cos 4) = [Lljj’ ~q”T9g”(COS 0) 
are particular solutions of the Poisson process equation 
[A;;p]@,,(COS 0, cos 4, = 0, nEN 
so that the series 
F(cos 0, cos (6) = 2 p(n, a, B)@,(cos 0, cos 4) 
n=O 
IS a formal Poisson process whose convergence we now consider The tails, TN@,,, of the senes 
@, are bounded as follows, 
I[~j;‘~‘lPL@n(cos 0, cos @>I 9 i {~ak(g,,)o&!+P/f(k + I)) 
k=N 
5 M(a + /j + I)“+P i {cr'k'"+""'+Plf(k + I)} < X, 
!. =,1 
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p = 0, 1 Under the reasoning m [ 1, 61 the dommant IS convergent for 0 5 CJ < 1 and thus 
SD, E BA(S) 
Now let us look at convergence of the double series 
F(cos 0, cos 4) = c i: {p( n, a, Bh(g,h~I~m + l)lJ,(cos a, cos 4, 
n=O A=0 
by estimating the tall T, ,F as 
IT,,,,F(cos 0, cos @I 5 M’ i 2 {p(n, a, ~)a”o,L;lf(k + 1)) 
k=J 
(2n + 2[a] + 1)’ 
(2n + 2[a] + 2)’ 
r’“[A(a, a, /j)J2n+2”+’ 
T’ = (a + j3 + l)/(a + /I + 2) < 1, 
where A(a, a, 8) < 1 for all J 2 j. by a modlficatlon of the reasomng m Refs 1 and 6 Thus, 
T,,, ,F ---, 0 absolutely and uniformly on compacta of S A valid rearrangement of the series IS 
F(cos 0, cos 4) = 2 {w,&lf(k + l)}./,(cos 0, cos 4)) 
k=O 
with 
Let us estimate the coefficients B,, 
1~~1 5 Dad 2 {k2nr2nl(2n + 2[al + 11’1 
n=O 
x 
5 D,ak 2 {k”r”lf(n + I)} 
n=O 
5 D,akek = D,(ae)' 
From this we see that F IS m the appropnate strong Bore1 class and that sufflclency IS estabhshed 
(Necessity) Let F be a strongly analytic Poisson process so that it has an expansion 
F(cos 8, cos C#J) = i {a,o,lf(n + l)}J,(cos 8, cos 4) 
n=O 
Let E = ae -C 1 be given and decompose accordmg to the lme of reasonmg 
a change of variables to find that 
a, = ;. p(k, a, j7)q n, la, ,I) I B(.z)~~~~~+~~+‘kZn 
Let us define 
x 
in Ref 1 under 
T,g,,(cos 0) = A_,r;c,_, {G-2,+1wW-(k + l),:l(cos 8, cos r$, 
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Then 
ICtn-2,a,-,I 5 B(&)(k/k + a + p + l)rl&2’c”+z”T’ F = pe 
And so we see that T$g,,(cos 0) E BA*(S) Now recallmg the ldentlty 
[A); D'l"Jk(cos 8, cos 4, = ,;J,(cos Cl, cos f$), 
one rearranges the sums 
WL a9 mak,,-r,+,Wk/f(k + l)}J,(cos 0, cos 4, 
n-?[nl+l k=n-2[al-I 
r 
= 2 p(n, a. P)[dj;“~‘]“T,g,,(cos 0) 
u=” 
and the proof IS completed 
Let Dt 8’ be the fractzonal dzfferentzal operator of order 6 defined as the operator of factor 
sequence type with factors 612, 0 < 6 5 2 Then It 1s easy to modify the previous reasoning 
to show the followmg 
COROLLARY 1 1 
On the square S, a symmetnc function F is a strongly analytic Poisson process If, and 
only d, there exists a sequence {gn}nEN C BA*(S) such that 
F(cos 0, cos 4) = 2 p(nrS/2, a, P)[DI;fl’]“T,g,,(cos 0) 
n = 0 
THE BVP AND ITS CONVERSE 
There are mterestmg summablhty methods for multlple Jacobi series expansions of the 
type defined here which may be associated with BVP for the Poisson process equation When 
the boundary values are generalized functions, the correspondmg solutions must be too because 
the convergence Induced by the generahzed translation operator IS weak However, m function 
theoretic models, solutions are necessanly (at least) classical so that there IS an a pnorz restriction 
placed on the boundary values for the equation 
It 1s easy to see that the followmg spaces are Isomorphic, 
And consequently this defines the model function space tor the lmbeddmg 
Proceeding to the boundary-value problem, let the kernel for Cesaro summablhty[ 17, 181 
be defined as 
q/(cos 0) = (c7;)-’ i cr;_,w,R;:’ ‘9~05 U), 
rl=” 
0-i; = f-(n + /L + l)lf(n + 1)~(p + I), p>a + 112 
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The Cesaro means of order fl for f E P’(kS) are given as the COnvOlutlOn 
(SC’f) cos I) = (a;)-’ i o;_,,a,,(f)w,,R: ‘{‘(cos 0) 
n=o 
Formmg the generalized translation 
(T+S$f) cos u = (ai;)-’ i: a;_“a,,(f)w,, J];‘fl’(cos 0, cos 4) 
,,=O 
associates a umformly convergent approxlmatlon with each F E P*(S) since 
(S;*F) cos 0 4 f(co\ U), n-+m 
uniformly on cX?, where by Wemberger’s maximum prmciple, f E P*(S) 1s the unique boundary 
value of F(cos 0, 1 -) = f(cos 0) Utllmng the umformlty of the hmrts, one amves at the 
best possible function theoretic analogy of the Dmchlet problem for harmomc functions that 
can be found In a classical setting The result is 
THEOREM 2 
On the square S, the symmetric function F E C*(S) IS a classical Poisson process that 
umquely solves the boundary value problem 
[A;l’{‘]F(cos 0, cos 4) = 0, (0, 4) E S 
F(cos 0, 1 -) = f(cos 0) E P2(dS) 
If, and only if, It 1s (uniformly) approximated on S by the sequence of classlcal Poisson processes 
F,(cos 0, cos 4) = (T,S;‘f, cos 0, NE% 
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